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DRAFT 
 
MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE FORUM,  
HELD ON FRIDAY 20 MARCH 2015 

 
PRESENT:  
Anne Murdoch (AM) Deputy Chair/Education Sector Director 
Steve Capel-Davies (SC-D) Private Sector Representative 
Ruth Bagley (RBag) Local Authority Representative 
Jo Lovelock (JL) Local Authority Representative 
Stuart Munro (SM) Local Authority Representative 
Alan Law (AL) Local Authority Representative 
Keith Baker (KB) Local Authority Director  

(Berkshire Leaders’ Group Representative) 
David Gillham (DG) Education Sector Director 
Janet Le Patourel (JP) Community Sector Representative 
David Knowles-Leak (DK-L) Business Organisation Representative 
Tim Smith (TS) CEO 
Rowena Robson (RR) BIS Local 
Stephen Aldridge (SA) DCLG 
APOLOGIES:  
Steve Lamb (SL) (Chairman) Private Sector Director  
Robin Barnes (RBar) Private Sector Representative 
Eddie Curzon (EC) Business Organisation Representative 
Katharine Horler (KH) Community Sector Director 
Emma Gibson (EG) Private Sector Director 
Richard Kellaway (RK) Local Authority Representative 
Barry Lewis (BL) Business Organisation Representative 
John Weaver (JW) Private Sector Director 
Paul Briggs (PB) Business Organisation Representative 
STAFF:  
Abby Lacey (ASL)  
Richard Tyndall (RT)  
Frances Campbell (FC)  
Joanna Birrell (JB)  
 
1. Standing Items of Business 
 
1.1 The Deputy Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting and noted the apologies. 
 
1.2 The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed as accurate.   

 
1.3 There were no new interests or changes to the company’s statutory books. 
 
2. SEP Programmes Update 
 
2.1 The Forum noted the update report and TS reiterated that the meeting scheduled for 17 July 

will be a half day workshop. He also confirmed that the Growth Deal signing on 25 March 
has been cancelled. 
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2.2 The Forum noted that key message frameworks will be provided where relevant for each 
agenda item, at and after the meeting, to assist in communication. DKL asked for the 
methodology behind the productivity data quoted. 

 
2.3 RB gave a verbal update on the launch of the WRAtH project and the informal consultation 

conducted thus far. The final route option will be confirmed in May and the next focus is to 
plan the station and passenger experience. She took questions on the Development Control 
Order process and on the certainty of the government’s commitment to the project. Much 
of this is dependent on Network Rail’s capacity to deliver the national investment planned by 
government.  

 
3. Growth Deals, SEP and Growing Places Funds (GPF) 
 
3.1 RT and FC gave verbal updates on Growth Deal 1 and the implementation of the SEP: £102m 

is earmarked to 23 transport schemes; £14.75m in 2015/16 (for six schemes). There is a 
good pipeline of schemes and LEP transport revenue funding is being invested in the 
development of business cases for a further eight capital schemes. The LEP is leading the 
collaboration of the Greater Thames Valley (GTV) LEPs in strategic transport planning. 

 
Three FE Colleges are committed to the Solutions Labs project with Reading College’s 
position to be reviewed in July. The Labs are due to be operational at BCA in September 
2015; at Newbury in March 2016; and at East Berkshire (Windsor Campus) in July 2016. 
 

3.2 The Forum noted the simplified Growing Places Funds (GPF) cash flow summary. 
 
3.3 The Forum agreed the principle of an audit trail where GPF is to be considered as forward 

funding for Growth Deal projects, rather than re-presenting business cases for approval. 
However, the use of GPF will need to be balanced against the risk created by the time lapse 
between the loan and the confirmation of Local Growth Funds (LGF) to repay the loan. RR 
added that an indicative profile of the £107m Growth Deal (1&2) funds will be provided to 
the LEP in March. 

 
3.4 The Forum agreed to extend the investment period for the Funding Escalator 

Commercialisation & Expansion Loan Schemes until the end of June 2015. It noted the 
emerging proposals for changes to the Funding Escalator (and the submission of the Funding 
Escalator for a Thames Valley Deal Award). The proposals will be considered by the Steering 
Group after an Access to Finance round table meeting on 25 March and then explored in 
detail by the Executive Board. The outline proposals are: 

 
 Expansion Loan Scheme lending period extended by 2 years 
 Commercialisation Loan Scheme lending period extended by 2 years 
 Refine element of lending policy to include short term intervention financing, using a 

maximum of £1m from Escalator 
 Growth Fund (equity) investment period extended by 1 year 
 Increase level of Growth Fund (equity) investments from £150k to £250k 
 
Any resulting recommendations will be presented to the Forum on 22 May and agreed 
changes reflected in a revised Agreement. 
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4. The Bureaucracy Burden 
 
4.1 The Forum noted that the Assurance Framework, ratified in January, had been endorsed by 

the Berkshire Leaders’ Group on 16 March and the Accountable Body had since written to 
the Permanent Secretary of DCLG to confirm compliance. 

 
4.2 The Forum agreed to submit the tabled Monitoring & Evaluation Plan to government, noting 

the indicative cost of c£200k over eight years. TS agreed to revisit the scheduling of the 
Business Growth Hub evaluation. 

 
4.3 FC set out the conditions of the Business Growth Hub Grant Offer Letter for 2015/16, one of 

which is to evaluate the Hub. The ongoing evaluation, a condition of the 14/15 (Regional 
Growth Funds) regime, is positive. DG agreed to raise the issue of Growth Hub (LEP) 
branding at the next meeting of the Hub Steering Group. He also suggested an update on 
Hub outputs to a future meeting of the Forum. 

 
5. LEP Area ESIF Shadow Committee 
 
5.1 JB summarised the policy implications of the letter from Lord Ahmed; specifically that 

managing authorities (DCLG, DWP & DEFRA) will make decisions and "LEPs and partners 
have an advisory role". The LEP and Area ESIF Committee’s priority calls will be issued by 
government on 23 March, i.e. ERDF - Science Park; ESF - City Deal. 

 
 TS highlighted the risk of any further slippage in the ERDF timelines and RR responded by 

emphasising that government sees the Thames Valley Science Park as a priority project and 
believes that the current timetable is feasible; indeed it is the largest single call in the south 
east and responds well to the government’s original direction to shape ESIF Strategies 
around “fewer, larger projects”. 

 
The Chair expressed her thanks to JB for getting the ESIF programme to this critical stage and 
JB agreed to provide officer contact names to the Forum local authority representatives, and 
to provide an acronym glossary. 

 
5.2 JB concluded by stating that additional funding has been invested by government in 

Troubled Family Employment Advisers, outside of the European Social Fund programme. 
 
6. LEP Company - State of the Nation 
 
6.1 The Forum noted the paper presented to the Executive Board, which provided a 

comprehensive ‘state of the nation’ report on the LEP Company. 
 
6.2 TS summarised the implications of the Skills Funding Agency paper in terms of staff 

resources, balanced slightly by those (eventually) resulting from the ESIF policy shift at 5.1. 
The paper had been considered by the Skills, Education & Employment Programme Group 
earlier in the month and by the Berkshire FE Principals. RR commented that the paper was 
an attempt to codify the role of LEPs in the wider skills funding agenda. 

 
7. Corporate Governance 
 
7.1 AM and TS presented a summary update on the two short listed candidates for the role of 

LEP Chairman. It was agreed that the Selection Panel would act as ‘Appointment’ Panel at 
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the final interview on 24 March. To ensure that the Forum has early notice of the preferred 
candidate TS will promulgate the decision of the Panel by email at 1pm on Tuesday the 24th. 
This will initiate a period of 24 hours during which any serious concerns can be raised. JB 
agreed to liaise with Odgers over any local conflicts, i.e. to review due diligence. 

 
7.2 The Forum agreed that AL will be the Programme Lead for the SEP International Programme. 

This will necessitate an amendment to the Project Management paper inherent in the 
Assurance Framework. 

 
7.3 TS set out the process for the recruitment of a new private sector (SME) director, for which 

DKL was the sole applicant. He has served as a co-opted director in the past and sits on the 
Skills, Education & Employment Programme Group, the SME Steering Group and on the 
Business Growth Hub Grants Panel. 

 
The Forum agreed to DKL’s appointment for a maximum of two years. The FSB will be invited 
to nominate a new Business Organisation Representative to sit on the Forum.  

 
7.4 TS relayed a statement from BL: that nominations for the Berkshire IoD Chairman position have 

closed and interviews will be competed by end of business on 23 March. Shortly after this, 
confirmation of the successful candidate will be made and the position taken up at the IoD 
Annual Members’ meeting on 22 May.  

 
 If there is no conflict of interest the recommendation is that the new IoD Chairman should take 

up the Forum position. The Forum asked TS to liaise with the IoD over future, longer term 
continuity. 

 
The IoD Committee’s Education Liaison Officer will meet with AM and FC to continue the work of 
BL as sponsor for the Skills for Employment project. 

 
7.5 TS summarised his concern that the ongoing devolution debate, in particular the Localis 

report on “The Next LEPs” and the Peace Commission report on devolution to non-
metropolitan areas, was being ‘done to the LEPs’ rather than in response to them. 

 
The Peace Commission released its final report on devolution to non-metropolitan areas on 
5 March. The Commission’s key argument, as set out in the report, is that devolution to 
England's non-metropolitan areas is essential for economic growth and tackling skills 
shortages. It warns that too much of the national debate on English devolution is being 
focused on London and major city centres, with not enough attention given to the counties, 
towns, small cities and suburban areas. 
  
The Commission supports a move towards combined authorities across England, with LEPs 
taking on more of a supportive role in the devolution process.  The Commission suggests 
that once new local authority arrangements have been put in place LEP boundaries should 
be changed to reflect the new arrangements. It sees Thames Valley Berkshire’s functional 
economic area as encompassing most of Berkshire, some of Buckinghamshire, a small part of 
Oxfordshire and most of the Enterprise M3 LEP area: 
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It was agreed to develop a Thames Valley Berkshire LEP Position Statement ahead of 7 May 
and share this with the local authorities and ultimately the constituency MPs. The Statement 
should capture: 
 

 What we are trying to achieve and how this should shape the geographies that we 
operate across, i.e. collaboration determined by strategic imperative – form follows 
function. 

 The uniqueness of TVB’s economy, not lumped into the ‘non-metropolitan’ box 

 What devolved powers the area is seeking 

 The practical challenges of merging LEPs with multi-tiers of local government and x-
county 

 The logic of synchronising the LEP boundary with that of the six unitary authorities 
and eight constituency MPs 

 


